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The first week of the project, the project team was based 
in Amsterdam. That week was filled with meetings with 
Nouryon’s sustainability experts to get familiar with 
Nouryon’s vision on sustainability, and to develop an integral 
definition of sustainability based on people, planet, and profit. 
The upcoming weeks, the field research was conducted 
in Mumbai and at the chemical site in Atul (Gujarat). 
The research started by identifying all opportunities to 
improve the sustainability by conducting interviews and 
on-site exploration. Afterwards, the developed concepts 
were filtered and prioritized on feasibility. The remaining 
concepts were assessed on their impact and added value in 
terms of sustainability, and a detailed roadmap was provided 
to execute the identified sustainable solutions.

A team propelled by positive 
energy, a disciplined working 
attitude and a drive to 
deliver. Next to that, a 5-star 
recipe for fun weekends, 
great stories and perfect 
pasta dishes from our Italian 
teammember.

Nouryon is working hard to become a worldwide pioneer 
in sustainability and inspire others to follow. Therefore, 
Nouryon strives that their new chemical plant in Gujarat 
will live up to their sustainability standards. However, the 
implementation of Nouryon’s global sustainability standards 
comes with several challenges in India. That is why IRPdelft was 
asked to set-up a sustainability strategy for Nouryon in India. 

One of the core beliefs we applied while developing the 
sustainability strategy for Nouryon in India, is that no 
environmentally sustainable concept is durable unless 
it has potential for further added value: the vision of 
sustainability as a business model. Therefore, every 
identified sustainable solution was assessed if it had 
additional benefits for either ‘people’ or ‘profit’. This 
belief of sustainability as a business model was shared 
with the Indian team and therefore our final sustainability 
strategy was received with enthusiasm and a will to act.

Combining all insights from interviews, chemical site visits 
and authoritative literature, a strategy was developed. The 
final recommendation was presented to both the Indian 
team, our supervisor and the sustainability experts based 
in Amsterdam. Additionally, a session is planned in October 
to discuss and review the final results and other valuable 
insights more extensively at Nouryon’s headquarters in 
Amsterdam. From that moment upon, the first concepts 
are planned to be developed at the chemical site in India.


